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Logo Design + Graphic Design + Web Design




Affordable creativity 

in every pixel.




Premium design services for less. 

We make quality accessible.





Tell me more
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A professionally designed, custom logo & complete company image, is key to growing your brand. Not everyone has the budget to do this, we can help.








High quality,

Low cost

We specialize in affordable logo design. We have carefully crafted 4 different packs to cater for any budget.






Designed with

you in mind

We provide a tailored, fully personalized service, no templates or AI involved. Your business logo will be custom designed by our expert team.





Everything you need

to get started

We have you & your business covered, from your logo, right up to your webpage and social media designs.








See our logo prices







Recent work
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See more of our work







Like what you see? 

Then you will love our prices!




Lets get started! Order one of our low cost logo design packs below.

* Prices are per project, not per month.






$65



/usd





Starter Logo Design



Our cheapest pack. For clients who have a strong idea in mind
	3 unique initial logo concepts
	Ideas sent within 48 hours
	No templates used Ever
	3 rounds of changes
	Basic style guide included.
	Source files, Including vectors, jpg's, png's & more.



Order Now


$105



/usd





Premium Logo Design



For clients who want to see a range of different ideas
	5 unique initial logo concepts
	Ideas sent within 48 hours
	No templates used Ever
	Unlimited rounds of changes
	Basic style guide included.
	Source files, Including vectors, jpg's, png's & more.



Order Now


$145



/usd





Stationery Design Pack



Everything in the previous pack, plus stationery designs.
	5 unique initial logo concepts
	Ideas sent within 48 hours
	No templates used Ever
	Unlimited rounds of changes
	Basic style guide included.
	Source files, Including vectors, jpg's, png's & more.
	Plus: Business card & Letterhead designs



Order Now


$199



/usd





Deluxe Design Pack



Everything you and your brand needs, Logo, stationery, & social media designs.
	5 unique initial logo concepts
	Ideas sent within 48 hours
	No templates used Ever
	Unlimited rounds of changes
	Basic style guide included.
	Source files, Including vectors, jpg's, png's & more.
	Plus: Business card & Letterhead designs & social media designs.



Order Now





Packs can be upgraded
at any time.



You only pay the difference. Before deciding check out some of our client reviews.


We also provide affordable
graphic design.



Anything you need, get in touch and we will provide you with a quote.


Have any doubts
or questions?



Our support team are available in the online chat below, or contact us.













Frequently asked quesitons.







Are your prices one time or per month?
We charge on a one time, per project basis. We do not charge monthly fee's for our logo design packs.





What is the process?We try to make things as easy as possible for our clients. After placing your order, you will be re-directed to our logo planner where you will be asked questions regarding what you want to see in your logo. This creates our brief. Once we have that, we get to work, you will receive your initial ideas within 48 hours. After tweaks and approval, we will send over your final files.





What is included in your packs?
Depending on your chosen design pack, we include 3-5 initial logo ideas, business card & letterhead designs, social media designs (this includes profile and cover/banner images)
Included in every pack is a mini style guide letting you know the colros and ofnts used, plus source files, ai, eps, jpg, png and psd files.





Where are you based?
We are based mainly in the US but also have graphic designers working out of the UK and Spain.





Do you use templates or clipart?
No! Unlike most of our competitors, each of our designs for you are 100% original, crafted from scratch by our expert designers.







How long does it take to get my design options?
Once recieve your logo planner info, we get to work, and we send you your initial designs wihtin 48 hours.




Other than your design packs, what else do you design?
You name it, we can do it. We design posters, book covers, flyers, postcards, icons, and infographics to name a few. We also provide low cost web design services. See here for more info.





How many design options do you provide?
Depending on your chosen pack, we provide either 3, or 5 initial logo designs to choose from.





What do you mean by social media designs?Social media platforms are things like Facebook and Twitter. Each of these platforms include a profile photo and a cover/header image. We design these images to suit your logo and fit exactly within the platforms size specifications.





What payment types do you accept?
We accept paypal & credit cards payments. We use Stripe to securely process credit & debit card payments.








Lets get started!





What people are saying.



The below reviews come directly from our Facebook page.



See more reviews on Facebook




Reese Pecot






 

Recommends logoglo 




"Logoglo is incredible! I found them through a Google search for affordable logo design packages, and they far exceeded my expectations. I love how the survey helps you think about what you want. They took my concepts and interpreted them to something way cooler than I'd imagined. They were also really nice to work with, super responsive, and understanding. I look forward to working together again."


Andrew Feagan 






 

Recommends logoglo 




"First time designing a logo and these guys made it so easy, providing high quality graphic design logo work from the start. Brilliant customer service with really quick replies and follow up emails ensuring I had received their last email if I hadn’t replied. No hesitation in recommending Logoglo and I’ll be using them again in the future."


Erica Vickers






 

Recommends logoglo 




"I completely recommend Logoglo!! Wonderful work, communication is excellent during the process. So easy to develop with them. Very talented (Gary is the man!!!) and produced an awesome logo for us based on some explanation and a hand drawn picture from my 14 year old son. Really, can't say enough about the quality, creativity, and end product!!!"
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See more reviews on Trustpilot




Ken Miller










 




"Excellent Work - Thoughtful and Creative.

Gary and team are always very helpful. They are a very talented group. The designs he and his team have created for me for both of my businesses have been thoughtful and creative. They are very open to changes and will do whatever it takes to make you happy."


Kimberly Burnett










 




"I needed a graphic design logo, and found these guys. Very impressed with the quality of logo designs and the streamline process. Logoglo did an amazing job efficiently and effectively building me a logo to start my business."


Kelly Torres










 




"Gary created the exact Logo I could only dream of! I am still in shock how he was able to create exactly what I wanted and even better than I expected. Amazing experience with Logoglo. Will do business with them again. Highly recommend."





You are in safe hands, and your brand.



Start your project now





Need a website?



From landing pages to full blown sites, our affordable web design services have you covered! We use wordpress and our extensive web development knowledge to design great looking, responsive websites.



Start your project now



Scroll down to see more
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Why choose us?



There are a lot of cheap logo design companies out there, what makes us different?



The biggest difference? well, we say cheap, but our quality is far from it. No AI used, an actual person will work on your design, making it one off & unique. You cannot beat human creativity & our team have it in abundance. Other companies may use pre-made cookie cutter templates, modified to fit, we do not, we design each logo from scratch based on your brief. You will have an active part of the creative process. 



Enjoy the easy process of getting your cheap logo design, whilst working hand in hand with our experienced, professional logo designers. We will help take your business to the next level.
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Personalized service



Our team are dedicated to working personally on your project. We are usually around for an online chat, to help you with anything.

Meet the team




It's Easy!



We make the process easy, from ordering to receiving final files. Sit back, relax, and let us take care of your custom logo design for you.

See how it works




Unlimited changes



Client satisfaction is our priority. Once we move onto V.2 of the design, you have unlimited changes. We will not stop until it is perfect.


Fast turn around time



Once we receive your order, we will deliver the 1st draft within 48 hours. If you have a tight deadline, we will help you meet it.


Low cost



High quality logo design under $100. Our inexpensive logo design packs are created with your budget in mind. High quality, low cost design.


Quality design



With 15 + years of experience, our quality is impeccable. Our designs speak for themselves. Each design is custom. No clipart. No pre-made templates.

See how it works




Satisfaction guaranteed



We value our clients, & want you to be happy. We try to nail your logo on the 1st go, but if we do not meet your brief, we can offer a refund of the deposit.

Client reviews




Multiple final files



Included in your final files are jpg, png, psd, and most importantly, ai vector files. Vector files can be made to be the size of the moon without losing quality, and are used by your print shop to print.



Start your project now





The design process



The steps to having your perfect company logo design couldn't be easier.




1. Choose your design package



Choose the design pack that suits your needs best, and place your order.


2. Fill out our design planner



We send you confirmation along with our design planner. We use this info to create your logo brief


3. We work on your designs



Using the info provided by you, we work on the designs and send the 1st draft to you within 48 hours.


4. We finalize & deliver



Choose a winner, or make changes until approved. We then send you, your final files.







Special offer!




Each month we will be posting new offers on our online graphic design services, now even cheaper logo designs, saving you money! Throughout April you can save with logoglo.

Receive a 20% discount on our deluxe pack, ONLY when ordering below.



Give me the offer!
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Follow us




Facbook


Instagram


Pinterest


Linkedin


Contact us



Based in the US & UK
design(at)logoglo.com
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